
Alzheimer’s Association  
International Conference® 2015

July 18–23
Washington, D.C.

Be a part of progress  
as it happens.

Join international investigators at the world’s leading conference for the dementia 

medical and scientific research community. Share the 

latest study results, theories and discoveries to bring 

the world closer to breakthroughs in dementia science. 

Register today at alz.org/AAIC-JNeuro

Early-bird pricing available now. 
Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C.
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QUAD™, the newest Sutter Instrument motorized 
micromanipulator, is easy-to use and features four independent
axes. Three axes provide the X, Y, Z-orthogonal motion typical axes. Three axes pr
of most motorized micromanipulators. In the QUAD, Sutter 
introduces a true fourth axis to move the electrode coaxially at introduces a true fourth axis to
exactly the desired angle of approach. The X, Y and Z axes have 
a 25 mm range of motion, and the fourth, diagonal axis, has a 25 mm range of motion, and the fourth, d
30mm of travel to signifi cantly extend the reach of the system.

FEATURES
 diagonal for coaxial  diagonal for coaxial

 pi pipette movement, 25mm travel in X, Y and Z

in vivo electrophysiological recordingtrophysiological recording

 pipette exchange 



NeuroJobs — the premier online neuroscience 
career center — helps you find jobs and manage 
your career. NeuroJobs is now part of the National 
Healthcare Career Network* providing access 
to even more career opportunities. 

For your next career search, visit NeuroJobs first!

SfN.org/neurojobs
“The National Healthcare Career Network (NHCN) is a consortium of healthcare 
association job boards working together to provide the most effective 
recruitment resource.

SfN’S ONLINE CAREER CENTER

Have you seen SfN’s
enhanced job site?

SfN members enjoy premium 
services, including resume posting 
and job alert e-mail notices.



CHICAGOSee  
You In

October 17-21



Excellent Customer Service  
Is Part of  Every Instrument We Sell

If, for any reason, you are not completely satisfied with your purchase you may return it for  
a full refund. You deserve the best instruments, the most competitive prices, and you should  
always be satisfied with your purchase. 

Visit us at finescience.com or call 800 521 2109

FINE SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR RESEARCHTM
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